welcome to
gumeracha

set high in the pristine
adelaide hills, in an old
industrial cold store built
in the early 1920s.
applewood distillery spirits
are handcrafted to reflect the
sites and soils we belong to.
for the lifestyle and culture
we enjoy in australia.
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the applewood bar.

distillery tours.
an informative guided walk through our
production space. you will learn the basics
of distillation, interact with the native
botanicals that we champion, the story
behind our company and why we do what we do.

daily tour times.
1:00pm | 3:00pm

$10pp
if you're interested,
talk to our friendly bar team.
closed toe shoes required.

*allow for half an hour per tour.

the applewood bar.
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tasting experience.
let us walk you through our range of spirits as we
delve into how we craft our products and our use of
native australian botanicals-with an interactive and
informative look into our distillery.

collection.

$20

exploration.

$25

- applewood australian gin
- applewood navy gin
- økar island bitter
- unico cello
- carter's original coffee liqueur
- tonic water or soda water
2 std drinks.

- applewood australian gin
- applewood navy gin
- 2 applewood limited edition gins
- økar island bitter
- tonic water or soda water
3 std drinks.

products available for purchase. see the back of menu for pricing.
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the applewood bar.

virgins.
drivers - fear not. as passionate as we are about
great gin, we are just as passionate about fantastic
locally roasted microlot coffee and a tea blend of the
botanicals that have become our signature.

applewood native tea.

$5/pot

batch brew coffee.

$5

cold drip/cold brew coffee*

$5

house lemonade.

$7

sparkling water.

$4

coffee is served black. milk & sugar available.
*available in warmer months

the applewood bar.
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botanical.
we have dedicated ourselves as a distillery to champion
australian native ingredients with a goal to elevate their
status through our signature gin and our navy strength gin best enjoyed in these curated cocktails

gin & tonic.

$12/$15

apple sour.

$15

high tea.

$15

tom collins.

$20

saturn.

$20

applewood australian gin/applewood navy gin/
limited edition gin, tonic water.

applewood navy gin, lemon, apple juice,
cassia bark.

applewood Navy Gin, Elderflower, native Tea
blend, Tonic.

applewood australian Gin, lemon, unico cello,
soda.

applewood australian Gin, lemon, passion
fruit, falernum.
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the applewood bar.

smoked.
fire is an intrinsic part of living in australia particularly in the adelaide hills. what better way
to acknowledge its presence by using the element of
smoke to enhance our signature cocktails.

smoked drifter.

$20

smoked negroni.

$20

smoked applewood martini.

$22

smoked coffee boulevardier.

$22

Carter's Coffee Liqueur, Chocolate Liqueur, Rye
- smoked with star anise and cassia

Økar Island bitter, Applewood Australian Gin,
Sweet Vermouth - smoked with burnt orange.

applewood australian gin, dry vermouth - smoked
with pepperleaf and wild thyme.

økar island bitter, carter's original coffee
liqueur, sweet vermouth, bourbon - smoked with
carter's oak chips.

the applewood bar.
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trashed, not wasted.
we approach every product we make with sustainability
in mind - no more so than our bitters and liqueurs.
every product below was made with ingredients that
otherwise would have been a waste of resources.

mimøkar.

$10

wattleseed iced coffee.

$15

cello spritz.

$15

espresso martini.

$18

galah.

$18

økar island bitter, orange juice, passion fruit
tonic. (low abv)

carter's original coffee liqueur, batch brew,
wattleseed, milk.

unico cello, applewood australian gin, harvest
blanc de blancs, soda.

carter's original coffee liqueur, wattleseed
vodka, cocktail coffee.

økar island bitter, rum, pineapple, falernum,
lime.

*subject to availability/seasonality

we seek the flavours that reflect
the sites and soils of this country.
crafted for sharing the lifestyle and
culture we enjoy in australia.
we focus on sustainable production
encouraging the use of australian
native botanicals and grape
varieties that grow within the
australian landscape.
our [harvest] wine project supports
local farmers through australia’s
only operating grape grower’s co-op
label, profit-sharing all sales.

the applewood bar.
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wine.
we began this journey as young winemakers, encouraging
sustainable viticulture with fiano and nero d’avola
through unico zelo, and supporting our local adelaide
hills growers with the harvest by unico zelo.

wine by the glass.

$10

unico zelo tastings.

$10

ask our team for today's options. wine on offer
is dependant on season and availability.

gain an insight into how and why the wines are
crafted. flight complimentary with wine bottle
purchase.

got a nerdy question
about the wines?
scan the qr code to ask
the winemakers directly for
further information on the wines.

the applewood bar.
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food.
our fridge is stocked with our favourite local
products from our favourite producers of all things
cured, fermented and preserved. hand selected by
our team for your enjoyment.

platter ı.

$35

platter 2.

$40

- 2 types of cheeses
- milano olives
- crackers
2 - 4 people

-

2 types of cheeses

milano olives
crackers
harris applewood cured trout
2 - 4 people

let our team know if you have any dietary requirements or
questions. take any leftovers with you on your journey home.
*subject to seasonality.

the applewood bar.
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pricelist.
spirits.

merchandise.

$70
$90
$90
$55
$60
$45
$35
$35

$10
$35
$30
$35
$35
$40
$35
$80

applewood australian gin
applewood navy gin
applewood limited edition gin
økar island bitter
økar gold outback liqueur
carter's original coffee liqueur
unico cello - limoncello
unico mando - mandarin liqueur

applewood tea towel
applewood t-shirt
Økar cap
Økar daily ritual t-shirt
Økar spirit animal t-shirt
carter's long sleeve
unico zelo ringer t-shirt
unico zelo red hoodie

mixers.

packs.

$8

$110 espresso martini pack
$230 applewood trinity pack
$250 applewood native trinity pack

strange love tonics (4pk)

wines.

enjoy your wine here for a $10 corkage.
$20
$35
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$20
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30

unico zelo
evergreen - pinot noir, adelaide hills
unico yuzu - sweet vermouth
unico greco - limited edition greco, riverland
hopscotch - limited edition rosé
flossy - limited edition rosé
jade & jasper - fiano, riverland
esoterico - zibbibo, fiano, moscato giallo, riverland
fresh a.f. - nero, riverland
truffle hound - barbera nebbiolo, clare valley
jungle jungle - dolcetto, clare valley
river sand - fiano, riverland
slate farm - fiano, clare valley
alluvium - fiano, adelaide hills
panda panda - fiano, adelaide hills
dreamer's creed - fiano, adelaide hills
halcyon days - nero d'avola, riverland
mallee gambit - nero d'avola, clare valley
pipe dream - nero d'avola, adelaide hills
taboo - merlot, adelaide hills
exocarpos - nebbiolo, adelaide hills
pastafarian - nebbiolo, adelaide hills

$25
$20
$20
$20
$20

harvest
blanc de blancs, adelaide hills
sauvignon blanc, adelaide hills
pinot gris, adelaide hills
pinot noir, adelaide hills
syrah, adelaide hills

*products subject to availability/seasonality
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the applewood bar.

thank you for taking the time
to journey out and visit us. we
genuinely value every opportunity to
share our story and champion unique
australian flavours.
being in a rural town, we rely on our
best customers telling the rest of the
world about us. if you feel you've
had a remarkable experience, we
encourage you to share it with your
mates far and wide!

scan the qr code using the camera on your mobile.

